Grasp planning for multi-fingered hands is computationally expensive due to the joint-contact coupling, surface nonlinearities and high dimensionality, thus is generally not affordable for real-time implementations. Traditional planning methods by optimization, sampling or learning work well in planning for parallel grippers but remain challenging for multifingered hands. This paper proposes a strategy called finger splitting, to plan precision grasps for multi-fingered hands starting from optimal parallel grasps. The finger splitting is optimized by a dual-stage iterative optimization including a contact point optimization (CPO) and a palm pose optimization (PPO), to gradually split fingers and adjust both the contact points and the palm pose. The dual-stage optimization is able to consider both the object grasp quality and hand manipulability, address the nonlinearities and coupling, and achieve efficient convergence within one second. Simulation results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach. The simulation video is available at [1].
I. INTRODUCTION
Grasp planning for multi-fingered hands is important for robotic grasping and manipulation in order to increase the dexterity and collaborate with humans. Current grasping in factories usually requires considerable time to design specific grippers and program motion sequences for assembly or pick-and-place tasks. A general purposed multi-fingered hand will greatly simplify the procedure and improve the adaptability to new tasks. However, the grasp planning for general purposed multi-fingered hands is challenging due to the large variations of objects, coupling between the hand and objects, and high dimensionality of the hand-object system. More specifically, a multi-fingered hand for general purposes should be able to grasp different objects with various surfaces and sizes, from simple boxes to toys or tools with complicated shapes. Moreover, a stable grasp relies on proper contacts between the fingers and the object. The contacts that associate the hand and the object has to be on the object surface and also reachable by all the fingers attached to the palm. Considering the configuration of multiple fingers and aforementioned constraints, the searching for optimal grasp in the sense of maximizing the object grasp quality and the hand manipulability, becomes a high-dimensional problem, thus has strong limitation for real-time applications.
Several different approaches have been proposed to speed up the searching for optimal grasps. In [2] , a hierarchical finger space is generated on object surface and the grasps are synthesized by a multi-level refinement strategy. The mapping from the contact pairs to hand configuration is obtained by an object-specific reachability table generated offline. A part-based grasp planning method is proposed in [3] using Reeb graph, with the assumption that the grasping is constrained in single part of the object. Object are represented by inscribing spheres in [4] and the grasp searching is conducted on qualified subset of spheres. The idea of eigengrasps is described in [5] to simplify the joint space searching, and the grasp is optimized by solving a nonlinear optimization with over one hundred seconds. In [6] , the power grasps are planned by sequentially searching the palm pose and contact positions. Instead of optimizing for grasp qualities, several heuristics such as the intersected volume and the finger curling planes are utilized, and the contact point searching assumes planar finger motion and fixed palm locations.
Compared with multi-fingered hands, the grasp planning for parallel grippers is conducted in much lower dimensional space due to the simpler gripper structures and fewer constraints. In [7] , a deep reinforcement learning approach is proposed to directly learn the grasping policy from images. The grasping skills are learned from exploration measured by empirical success rate. Some others utilize databases to learn grasps for similar objects, these include the Columbia grasp database [8] and dexterity network (Dex-Net) [9] .
In this paper, we will study the knowledge transfer from grasps for parallel grippers to those for multi-fingered hands. We propose a strategy called finger splitting, to generate precision grasps for a multi-fingered hand from parallel ones. To be more specific, the multi-fingered hand is initialized by a parallel grasp with two contacts by assuming that the fingers are separated into two groups around contacts. The grasps for parallel grippers can be computed from database for parallel grippers [9] or planned by iterative surface fitting (ISF) [10] . Then the splitting algorithm gradually spreads all fingers from the original two contacts by optimizing both the object grasp quality and the hand manipulability. An optimal grasp with proper palm pose, joint angles and contacts will be generated after splitting.
The contributions of this paper are as follows. First, a novel finger splitting strategy is proposed to transfer the knowledge from grasp databases for parallel grippers to planning of precision grasps for multi-fingered hands, where only fingertips are contacted with the object. The transferring leads to better feasibility guarantee and faster convergence. Moreover, a dual-stage iterative optimization algorithm is proposed to control the splitting behavior and search for optimal configurations to maximize both the object grasp quality and the hand manipulability. The dual-stage optimization effectively reduces the coupling between the palm and contacts and decomposes the high-dimensional optimization problem into two lower dimensional optimizations with less constraints. Furthermore, the decomposed optimizations are solved by customized gradient projections. The customization avoids modeling of the object surface and is computationally efficient. The average computation time is less than one second for the objects of different categories, and is appealing for real-time applications. The proposed approach is verified by simulations and the simulation video is available at [1] .
The remainder of this paper is described as follows. First, the problem of a general grasp planning for multifingered hands is stated in Section II, followed by a detailed explanation of the proposed finger splitting in Section III. Simulation results are presented in Section IV. Section V concludes this paper and proposes future works.
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT
This section describes a general precision grasp planning problem with a three-fingered robotic hand illustrated in Fig. 1 . The goal of the planning is to search for optimal contacts on the object and the associated hand configuration that maximize the object grasp quality and the hand manipulability. The contact position vector is denoted by
The joint angle vector of the hand is denoted by
for the i-th finger and N jnt,i is the number of joints for the i-th finger. The pose of the palm is represented by rotation R ∈ SO(3) and translation t ∈ R 3 . The contacts can be modeled as point contact with friction model [11] and would exhibit rotational freedoms. They can be represented as ball joints and characterized by Euler angles
is the Euler angle for the i-th contact. Mathematically, the grasp planning problem can be formulated as: where Q(c, q) is the overall grasp quality containing both the object grasp quality and the hand manipulability, F K c2p is the forward kinematics from contacts to the palm, and q min,i , q max,i ∈ R Njnt,i are joint limits for the i-th finger. Constraint (1b) connects the palm and contacts through finger joints, (1c) constrains contacts on the object surface ∂O, and (1d) shows the joint limits. With the palm pose, joints and contacts as optimization variables, the forward kinematics (1b) and complicated object surface (1c) as constraints, the problem (1) becomes a high-dimensional nonlinear programming. The optimization may become more challenging when considering collision (i.e. unexpected contact) between the hand and object.
In this paper, we propose a finger splitting strategy to solve (1) . The finger splitting separates all the fingers into two groups and gradually spread them to maximize the object grasp quality and the hand manipulability. The idea of finger splitting is shown in Fig. 2 . The initial parallel grasps can be generated by database (e.g. Dex-Net [9] ) or computed by ISF [10] , as shown in Fig. 2(a) , after which a dual-stage iterative optimization is introduced to search for new contacts and hand configuration. Stage one is named as contact point optimization (CPO). The objective of the CPO is to maximize the object grasp quality and hand manipulability by searching for contacts c and joints q while keeping palm pose R, t fixed, as shown in Fig. 2 (b). Stage two is called palm pose optimization (PPO). The objective of the PPO is to improve the hand manipulability by searching over the palm pose R, t and joints q while keeping the contacts c fixed, as shown in Fig. 2(c) . The CPO and PPO will be iteratively executed until converge or termination conditions are reached.
III. FINGER SPLITTING

A. Contact Point Optimization (CPO)
The CPO searches for desired contacts and joints to maximize the object grasp quality and the hand manipulability by assuming that the palm pose R, t is static. The CPO is formulated as:
indicates the overall grasp quality composed by the object grasp quality Q o and the hand manipulability Q h . The object grasp quality Q o can be represented by the triangle area formed by the contacts: [12] , and the hand manipulability Q h can be represented by the deviation from the center of the joints:
Njnt,i j=1
based on [13] , where q j i is the j-th joint angle of the i-th finger, q j min,i and q j max,i are the limits of q j i , q j i = (q j max,i + q j min,i )/2 is the middle position of the corresponding joint. F K q2c is the forward kinematics from joint q to contact c, and R 0 , t 0 denote the fixed rotation and translation of the palm.
Optimization (2) remains a nonlinear programming due to the nonlinearities of (2b) and (2c). Moreover, the object surface has to be fitted and fed into the optimization before running the gradient based method. In [14] , [15] , we introduced a velocity-level finger gaits planner for dexterous manipulation. A similar approach is proposed in this paper to solve (2) . The idea is to iteratively search on tangent space and project to the nonlinear constraints.
1) Tangent space searching: The tangent space searching is to find the displacement vectors in order to maximize the quality in the next time step. More specifically,
are displacement vectors for contacts and joints, T s is the simulation time step, and
) denotes a geometric Jacobian from q to c, and J q2c,i ∈ R 3×Njnt,i is the translational Jacobian for the i-th finger.
Optimization (3) is the tangent approximation of (2) and can be solved analytically [16] by:
α * is the optimal step size obtained by:
where F ls is the option for line search, and the P roj represents projection operation introduced below. The line search can be disabled (i.e. F ls = 0) empirically to accelerate the computation, though it would introduce certain oscillation. 
where f is the current fingertip position vector. Last, the joint state in simulator is updated by q des ← q +q des T s if the termination condition is not satisfied.
3) Collision detection: Unexpected contact between the object and the hand is called collision in this paper since it might effect the execution of the optimized grasps. A simple collision detection algorithm is introduced to stop the finger splitting upon collision. The algorithm takes supervoxel representation of the object [17] as input, and check the inclusion relation of each supervoxel in finger links. The supervoxel representation usually only includes hundreds of points and the finger links are approximated by boxes or cylinders, thus the collision detection can be extremely fast. The collision detection is implemented in both CPO and PPO.
Finally, the overall CPO algorithm is summarized in Alg. (1) . The CPO will be terminated once the quality increment is less or equal than δ c , or the angle between the surface normal n des and a predefined artificial fingertip normal n f (q des ) is larger than γ, as shown in Line (7) . A graphical illustration of the CPO algorithm is shown in Fig. 3 . Figure 3 (a) describes the tangent space searching (blue arrow line) and the nearest neighbor search (red arrow line) of the reference contact corresponding to Line (3-4), and Fig. 3(b) shows the tracking of the reference contact (purple arrow line) and estimation of the desired contact (red arrow line) corresponding to Line (6-7). The CPO is able to handle the case where the initial fingertip positions are not on the object surface by using the tracking control.
B. Palm Pose Optimization (PPO)
The CPO optimizes contact points by assuming that the palm pose is constant. However, the palm might not be in the best pose, thus the CPO can only find a local optimum in subspace S = {c ∈ ∂O, q ∈ [q min , q max ] | R 0 , t 0 }. In this section, the palm pose optimization will be introduced to maximize the overall grasp quality assuming that the contact points are static (i.e. object grasp quality Q o is constant). Compute desired state q des , c des , n des by:
Test termination:
if stop collide then break 9: end if 10:
Set state q ← q des , c ← c des , n ← n des 11: end while
The PPO can be formulated as:
where c 0 is the current static contacts on the object. The optimization (5) is nonlinear because of the constraint (5b) and R ∈ SO(3). Similar to CPO, the PPO in this section is solved by linearization and projection. 1) Tangent space searching: Considering the relativity between the object and the hand motion, the hand palm is assumed to be static and object pose is optimized in PPO, since it is easier to implement and would increase the robustness to numerical errors. Rather than taking derivative of (5b), we notice that the linearization of (5b) is closely related to the fundamental grasping constraint [11] :
where x po = [t T po , E T po ] T ∈ R 6 is a local parameterization of the object pose in palm frame P , with t po and E po denoting the translation and orientation components, respectively.
is the body velocity of the object,
with v b po and ω b po denoting the translational and rotational velocities, respectively. G(x po , q) ∈ R 6×9 and J h (x po , q) ∈ R 9×Njnt represent grasp map and hand Jacobian [11] . Equation (6) connects joint velocity and object velocity under the static contact condition. The optimization (5) can be solved by utilizing this connection and searching on the tangent space. If V b po andq are treated as the tangent displacements in one time step, then the tangent space searching of (5) becomes: where σ ppo is a trust region of the joint motion. Similar to (3), (7) can be solved analytically as:
The desired tangent displacement of the object is represented as V b po,des T s . 2) Nonlinear projection: With the desired object tangent displacement in one step V b po,des T s , the desired object pose g po,des = (R po,des , t po,des ) can be obtained by
shown in [11] and g po ∈ SE(3) denotes the current object pose in palm frame. The joint q des is computed as follows. First, the position c p des and translational velocity v p c,des of the static contact in palm frame is obtained by the desired object motion V b po,des , after which a tracking controller is applied to compute the projected joint velocityq des by tracking both the position and velocity of the reference contact:
where f p ∈ R 9 is the current fingertip position vector in palm frame, and K ppo is the tracking gain used to reduce the misalignment between c p and f p during projection. With the projected displacementq des T s , the desired finger joints can be computed as q des = q +q des T s . Finally, the overall PPO algorithm is summarized in Alg. (2) . The PPO will be terminated once the quality increment is less than δ p , or angle between the surface normal n des and the artificial fingertip normal n f (q des ) is larger than γ, as shown in Line (7) . A graphical illustration of the PPO algorithm is shown in Fig. 4 . Figure 4(a) shows the desired tangent space motion of the palm w.r.t. the object (orange arrow lines), and Fig. 4(b) shows the equivalent tangent space motion of the object w.r.t. the palm (blue arrow lines) corresponding to Line (3) based on the relativity of motion. Fig. 4(c) shows the computing and tracking of the desired contacts (red arrow line) corresponding to Line (4-6). Compute object V b po,des , g po,des by (8) and (9) 4:
Compute desired contact c p des , v p c,des by:
Track desired contact by (10) 6:
Compute desired joint q des by q des ←q des T s + q 7:
Set state q ← q des , g po ← g po,des 11: end while
C. Iterative CPO-PPO
The proposed finger splitting decouples the optimization of palm from contacts, thus is capable to accelerate the computation and implement in real-time applications. The CPO and PPO are iteratively optimized to achieve the finger splitting, as shown in Alg. (3) . The iterative CPO-PPO takes a parallel grasp and object mesh as inputs, as shown in Line (1) . A simple function M ap can be designed based on the structure of the hands to convert the parallel grasp parameterized by contacts c 1 , c 2 and approach vector v ap into a grasp for the multi-fingered hand parameterized by {c, q, R, t}, as shown in Line (2) . The mapped initial grasp is adjusted by the proposed CPO/PPO. The CPO and PPO are optimized sequentially in the loop, as shown in Line (4) (5) . The iterative CPO-PPO will be terminated if both the CPO and PPO are close to convergence or reaching the constraint boundaries, as shown in Line (6) (7) . m ∈ Z + denotes an iteration threshold to stop the finger splitting. A graphical illustration of the iterative CPO-PPO is shown in Fig. 2 .
D. Convergence of the Iterative CPO-PPO
The convergence of the proposed iterative CPO-PPO is proved in this section using the global convergence theorem [16] . Firstly, we show that CPO converges to a local optimum if solved by Alg. (1) . Based on the global convergence theorem, the convergence of the CPO requires 1) compact domain, 2) existence of a continuous decent function, and 3) closeness of the algorithmic mapping outside of the solution set. The domain D = ∂O × SE(3) × R nq is apparently compact. As for the continuous decent function, we use −Q(x) as the decent function, it is continuous and decent at the outside of the solution set. Furthermore, the algorithmic mapping composited by the tangent space searching T and nonlinear projection P is closed in the absence of inequality constraints, since T is continuous and point-to-point, and P is closed in T (x). Therefore, the CPO solved by Alg. (1) converges to a local optimum. Similarly, PPO converges to a local optimum if solved by Alg. (2) .
Secondly, we prove that the iterative CPO-PPO converges to a local optimum of (1). The composite mapping A dual = A cpo • A ppo is closed since A ppo is a continuous point-topoint mapping and A cpo is closed on A ppo (x), where A cpo is Alg. (1) and A ppo is Alg. (2) . Therefore, we conclude that (1) solved by Alg. (3) converges to a local optimum.
IV. SIMULATIONS
Simulation results are introduced in this section to verify the effectiveness of the iterative CPO-PPO. The simulation video is available at [1] . The grasp planning process is computed in Matlab, visualized in V-REP [18] , and tested in Mujoco physics engine [19] on a Windows PC with 4.0GHz CPU and 32GB RAM. We use a build-in Barrett hand model but remove joint coupling and enable all eight degree of freedoms (DOFs), as shown in Fig. 5 .
A. Parameter Lists
Simulation time step T s = 0.05 sec. The weights of grasp quality w 1 = 1, w 2 = −0.01 in (2) . The maximum iteration M = 50 and termination condition γ = 0.6 in Alg. (1) and (2) . The minimum iteration bound m = 2 in Alg. (3). The tracking gain K cpo = K ppo = 2I 9 and termination condition δ c = δp = 0. The σ cpo and σ ppo represent the trust regions of the search to guarantee the accuracy of the approximation of the cost and constraints, and are determined by the smoothness of object surface and kinematics of joints. Empirically σ cpo = 0.15 and σ ppo = 0.5. animal (bunny), and tools (mug, screwdriver) with different number of vertices (100 -150,000). To test the adaptability to different initial conditions, we also test the grasping of the same object with different poses (e.g. Hello Kitty(H) shows the horizontal grasp of Hello Kitty, and bunny(R) denotes grasping of bunny with reverse pose). Each object is first smoothed by [20] then the surface normals are estimated by supervoxel clustering [17] . The optimization is able to find all the optimal grasps even the initial parallel grasps are infeasible, as shown in apple and bunny grasps of Fig. 6 . Table I shows the details of grasp synthesis for all ten objects. The 2-5th column shows the number of iterations, the total number of the tangent space searching (and projections), the total optimization time, and the number of vertices of the objects, respectively. In average, for an object with 64K vertices, the iterative CPO-PPO runs for 4.2 outer iterations (84.9/29.2 inner iterations for CPO and PPO, respectively) in total with 0.58 secs in order to find an optimal precision grasp for a three-fingered hand with 8 DOFs.
B. Finger Splitting Results
The average time distribution of the optimization for ten grasps is shown in Table II . The tangent space searching (and projection) iterates for 84.9 and 29.2 times for CPO and PPO, respectively. The projection (403.2 ms) takes longer time than tangent space searching (139.9 ms) because of the nearest neighbor computation. Figure 7 shows the visualization of the iterative CPO-PPO on grasping the screwdriver. The initial grasp generated by a parallel grasp is shown in Fig. 7(a) . Then CPO is enabled to solve for optimal contacts by maximizing the overall grasp quality. Due to the successive tangent space searching and projection, the fingers behave as sliding on the object surface, as shown in Fig. 7(b)-(d) . The CPO stops when reaching the termination conditions in Alg. 1. Then PPO is enabled and the pose of the palm is optimized. In practice, the object pose is optimized due to the relativity of motion, as shown in Fig. 7 (e)-(g). The PPO and CPO can iterate for several times before converging or reaching the constraint boundaries (e.g. collision or |n des T n f (q des )| ≥ γ). The corresponding video Fig. 7 . Finger splitting process for screwdriver. The initial and final optimized grasps are in shown in (a) and (j). is available in [1] . Figure 8 shows the quality profile of the grasp planning on the same object. The active regions for CPO and PPO are shown by yellow and blue shaded areas, and the quality profile is shown by red solid curve. The algorithm starts from a low-quality parallel grasp and optimizes for joints, contacts and palm by running the iterative CPO-PPO algorithm. The PPO is enabled and terminated in the first iteration, since the J 1 is on the joint limit and there is insufficient joint space to improve the overall quality. The CPO is enabled from the second iteration and the contacts are searched by optimizing the overall grasp quality. The CPO runs for 28 iterations, after which PPO takes over and optimizes for object motion. The CPO and PPO iterate until convergence. Figure 9 shows the measurements of the finger splitting by several commonly adopted quality metrics. The measurements for ten grasps are resized to be the same length. The mean and standard deviation (SD) of the measurements for ten simulated grasps are represented by red sold lines and blue vertical bars, respectively. Figure 9(a) shows the profile of the quality metric optimized in this paper. The average quality is increased monotonically during the finger splitting process. Figure 9(b) shows the profile of the grasp isotropy index Q iso = σ min (G)/σ max (G) [21] . Figure 9 (c) shows the profile of the wrench space volume metric Q vol = det(GG T ) [22] . Figure 9(d) shows the profile of the Ferrari-Canny metric [23] . All the qualities are normalized in order to display the trend during grasp planning of different objects. Figure 9 (b)(c)(d) indicate that the finger splitting solved by the iterative CPO-PPO improves grasping performance for all tested grasp metrics. 
C. Simulation Verification
The quality improvement of the grasp after finger splitting is verified by the Mujoco physics engine. Given the desired palm pose and contact positions, the fingers are controlled using the virtual frame method [2] . To simulate the nonconvex object for contact and collision, the object is decomposed into convex shapes by v-hacd. Figure 10 shows the simulation results of the initial optimal parallel grasp and the finger splitting result. The initial parallel grasp cannot lift the object successfully due to the gravitational force and acceleration as shown in Fig. 10 (Top) , while the optimized grasp by finger splitting is able to hold the object steadily during lifting as shown in Fig. 10 (Bottom) . The contact status and magnitude of the contact force are represented by yellow cylinder and gray arrow, respectively.
D. Comparisons
The efficiency of the grasp planning by finger splitting is compared with the methods in [24] and [25] on bunny object, as shown in Table III . The object surface in method [24] has to be fitted analytically (takes 8.36 secs), after which an optimal grasp is searched by AMPL using IPOPT solver (takes 15.3203 secs). The hand reachability is not considered in the algorithm. The HFTS planner uses a hierarchical representation of the object. The preprocessing time for the representation is 0.764 secs for the object with 1002 vertices and 13.41 secs for a point cloud with 20586 vertices. The average time for grasp planning on Bunny object is 16.26 secs [25] . In comparison, the proposed method achieves the most efficient computation by initializing parallel grasps with ISF [10] (takes 0.15 secs), and searching for optimal grasps for multi-fingered hand by finger splitting (takes 0.43 secs).
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS
This paper has proposed a finger splitting strategy for grasp planning with multi-fingered hands by transferring the knowledge from grasp databases of parallel grippers. The Fig. 10 . Comparison of the initial optimal parallel grasp (Top) and the finger splitting result (Bottom) in Mujoco. Without finger splitting, the hand cannot grasp object stably due to the gravity and acceleration during lifting. splitting was initialized by the planning result of the parallel gripper, and was optimized continuously by a novel iterative CPO-PPO algorithm. The CPO optimizes for contact points by assuming that the palm is static while PPO optimizes for palm pose by assuming that the contacts on object are static. The CPO and PPO are both solved by consecutive tangent space searching and nonlinear projection. The iterative CPO-PPO algorithm is able to find a local optimal collision-free grasp within one second in average for the objects studied in simulations, thus is suitable for real-time grasping tasks. Current iterative CPO-PPO implementation stops searching if collision is detected or the fingertip normal deviates from the surface normal, thus the optimization can be interrupted before converging. A future work is to add potential fields to push the finger joints away from collision and deviation, as shown in our previous work [26] . Future works also include the adaptation of the algorithm to hands with coupled joints and experiments on a Barrett hand using point cloud representation of objects.
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